ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC

LIGHTS
- 3A Switch
- 15A Switch
- 15A Receptacle
- Surge Protector

FAN
- Thermostat

NOT USED
- 5
- 7
- 9
- 11

D WALL RECEPTACLE
- 12A
- 20A

100A MAIN BREAKER

15A SPF

PART NO.

ALUMINUM RELAY RACK

MATERIAL:
- 1/16" THICK ALUMINUM
- 1/16" THICK ALUMINUM

FINISH:
- CUPFIL - NF UNPLATED
- CUPFIL - NF BLACK TEXTURE

UPRIGHTS ARE TAPPED KIL-24 BY 5/8" UNIVERSAL SPACING.
UNIT SHIPPED UNBOLTED DOWN

LOAD RATING:
- 1000 LBS MAX.

PART NO.

3008

PART NO.

STANDARD DRAWINGS

12.560 15.000

TRAIN CONTROL COMMUNICATION
- TUNNEL RADIO SITES

TUNNEL RADIO CABINET
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